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Multiparticle generalization of entanglement swapping

S. Bose, V. Vedral, and P. L. Knight
Optics Section, The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, England

~Received 30 July 1997!

We generalize the procedure of entanglement swapping to obtain a scheme for manipulating entanglement in
multiparticle systems. We describe how this scheme allows one to establish multiparticle entanglement be-
tween particles belonging to distant users in a communication network through a prior distribution of singlets
followed by only local measurements. We show that this scheme can be regarded as a method of generating
entangled states of many particles and compare it with existing schemes using simple quantum computational
networks. We highlight the practical advantages of using a series of entanglement swappings during the
distribution of entangled particles between two parties. Applications of multiparticle entangled states in cryp-
tographic conferencing and in reading messages from more than one source through a single measurement are
also described.@S1050-2947~98!01901-5#

PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous uses of spatially separated entan
pairs of particles such as cryptography based on Bell’s th
rem@1#, teleportation@2#, superdense coding@3#, cheating bit
commitment@4#, broadcasting of entanglement@5#, and, of
course, simply testing Bell’s inequalities@6,7#. It is natural to
expect that three or more spatially separated particles in
entangled state@such as a Greenberger-Horne-Zeiling
~GHZ! state @8## will have varied applications as well. A
well-known application is in testing nonlocality from differ
ent directions@8–10#. More recently, applications such a
reducing communication complexity@11# and quantum tele-
computation@12# have been suggested. An idea of crypto
raphy with GHZ states@13# has also been suggested earli
This essentially means that multiparticle entangled sta
present possibilities of implementing networked cryp
graphic conferencing@14,15# in an alternative way and we
shall elaborate briefly on this aspect in Sec. VI of this artic
In addition, we shall show~by generalizing superdense co
ing @3# to the multiparticle case! that the use of multiparticle
entangled states can allow one to read messages from
than one source through a single measurement. In short,
tributed entangled particles in a multiparticle entangled s
may be extremely useful for certain forms of quantum co
munication. Hence it will become necessary to distribute
tangledN-tuplets between nodes of communication netwo
if any set of users of the network wish to harness the ben
of these forms of quantum communication. The prime foc
of this paper is to present a method of manipulating
tanglement in multiparticle systems that can accomplish
task by just a local measurement if each of the users s
singlets with a central node prior to that. In a sense, it allo
one to construct a Biham-Huttner-Mor~BHM! -like tele-
phone exchange@15#, with the added capability of setting u
multiparticle entanglement between particles belonging
different users of the network.

Our scheme is actually obtained by generalizing an ea
scheme of Zukowskiet al. @16# known as entanglement
swappingto the multiparticle case. Building on an earli
proposal by Yurke and Stoler@17# of entangling particles
571050-2947/98/57~2!/822~8!/$15.00
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originating from independent sources, they showed t
through entanglement swapping one can entangle part
that do not even share any common past. Their aim wa
realize ‘‘event ready detectors’’ for Bell experiments. In Se
V we point out two ways in which their original entangle
ment swapping scheme can come to a practical advan
while distributing entangled particles between two parti
We also point out that our form of multiparticle entangl
ment manipulation differs from the method proposed
cently by Zeilingeret al. @18# for the generation of multipar-
ticle entangled states in the application of a few quant
gates and yet can be used for the same purpose. We beg
briefly recapitulating the original entanglement swappi
scheme of Zukowskiet al. @16# in Sec. II.

II. THE ENTANGLEMENT SWAPPING SCHEME
OF ZUKOWSKI et al.

In terms of a binary variableuiP$0,1% and its comple-
ment ui

c ~defined as 12ui), one can write down any Bel
state~not normalized! of two particlesi and j as

uC~ i , j !&65uui ,uj&6uui
c ,uj

c&. ~1!

In the above it is understood thatuui& and uui
c& are two or-

thogonal states of a two state system. Consider the in
state of four particles 1, 2, 3, and 4 to be

uC~1,2!&1 ^ uC~3,4!&15uu1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4&1uu1
c ,u2

c ,u3 ,u4&

1uu1 ,u2 ,u3
c ,u4

c&

1uu1
c ,u2

c ,u3
c ,u4

c&. ~2!

That is, particles 1 and 2 are mutually entangled~in a Bell
state! and particles 3 and 4 are mutually entangled~also in a
Bell state!. When we conduct a measurement of the B
operator~defined in@7#! on particles 2 and 3~which projects
particles 2 and 3 to a Bell state!, the joint state of the four
particles becomes one of the following four:
822 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 823MULTIPARTICLE GENERALIZATION OF . . .
uF1&5~ uu2 ,u3&1uu2
c ,u3

c&) ^ ~ uu1 ,u4&1uu1
c ,u4

c&), ~3a!

uF2&5~ uu2 ,u3&2uu2
c ,u3

c&) ^ ~ uu1 ,u4&2uu1
c ,u4

c&),
~3b!

uF3&5~ uu2 ,u3
c&1uu2

c ,u3&) ^ ~ uu1 ,u4
c&1uu1

c ,u4&),
~3c!

uF4&5~ uu2 ,u3
c&2uu2

c ,u3&) ^ ~ uu1 ,u4
c&2uu1

c ,u4&).
~3d!

To derive the above, only the orthogonality ofuui& and
uui

c& is required. In other words, no matter what the outco
is, the particles 1 and 4 are now in one of the Bell sta
Whereas prior to the measurement the Bell pairs were~1,2!
and~3,4!, after the measurement the Bell pairs are~2,3! and
~1,4!. It can easily be shown that the same fact would h
true even if~1,2! and ~3,4! started in some other Bell state
than those in Eq.~2!. A pictorial way of representing the
above process is given in Fig. 1. It is clear that the m
interesting aspect of this scheme is that particles 1 and 4
do not share any common past are entangled after the s
ping.

III. A MULTIPARTICLE GENERALIZATION
OF ENTANGLEMENT SWAPPING

The method of entanglement manipulation described
the preceding section can readily be generalized to c
where a greater number of particles are involved. An expl
scheme that generalizes entanglement swapping to the
of generating a three-particle GHZ state from three Bell pa
has already been presented by Zukowskiet al. @19#. But it
should be interesting to demonstrate that their entanglem
swapping scheme may actually be significantly generaliz
But before that we need to introduce some terminology
this paper we shall need to deal extensively withN-particle
states of the type

uc&5)
i 51

N

uui&6)
i 51

N

uui
c&, ~4!

whereui stands for a binary variableP$0,1% andui
c512ui .

For N52 they reduce to the Bell states and forN53 and 4
they represent the GHZ states. For a generalN we shall be
calling them cat states. We shall show that the entanglem
swapping scheme of Zukowskiet al. can be generalized to
the case of starting with cat states involving any number

FIG. 1. The swapping of entanglement between pairs of p
ticles due to a Bell state measurement on two of them is shown.
bold lines connect particles in Bell states and the dashed lines
nect particles on which the Bell state measurement is made.
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particles, doing local measurements by selecting any num
of particles from the different cat states and also ending
with cat states involving any number of particles. To see t
consider an initial state in which there areN different sets of
entangled particles in cat states. Let each of these set
labeled bym ~wherem51,2, . . . ,N), the i th particle of the
mth set be labeled byi (m), and the total number of particle
in the mth set benm . Then the initial state can be repre
sented by

uC&5 )
m51

N

uC&m , ~5!

in which each of the cat statesuC&m is given by

uC&m5)
i 51

nm

uui ~m!&6)
i 51

nm

uui ~m!
c &, ~6!

where the symbolsui (m) stand for binary variablesP$0,1%
with ui (m)

c 512ui (m) . Now imagine that the firstpm particles
from all the entangled sets are brought together~i.e., a total
of p5(m51

N pm particles! and a joint measurement is pe
formed on all of them. Note that the set of all cat states op
particles forms a complete orthonormal basis. Let the na
of the measurement on the selected particles be such th
projects them to this basis. Such a basis will be compose
states of the type

uC~p!&5 )
m51

N

)
i 51

pm

uui ~m!&6 )
m51

N

)
i 51

pm

uui ~m!
c &. ~7!

By simply operating withuC(p)&^C(p)u on uC& of Eq. ~5!,
we find that the rest of the particles~i.e., those not being
measured! are projected to states of the type

UCS (
m51

N

nm2pD L 5 )
m51

N

)
i 5pm11

nm

uui ~m!&

6 )
m51

N

)
i 5pm11

nm

uui ~m!
c &, ~8!

which represents a cat state of the rest of the particles.
schematic way the above process can be represented a

)
m51

N

uE~nm!&→uE~p!& ^UES (
m51

N

nm2pD L , ~9!

where uE(n)& denotes ann-particle cat state. As a specifi
example, in Fig. 2 we have shown the conversion of a c
lection of two Bell states and a three-particle GHZ state t
three-particle GHZ state and a four-particle GHZ state due
a projection of three of these particles to a three-part
GHZ state.

As must be evident from Fig. 2, there is a general pen
and paper rule for finding out the result when our method
entanglement manipulation is applied to a certain collect
of cat states of particles. One just has to connect the parti
being measured to frame a polygon and those not being m
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824 57S. BOSE, V. VEDRAL, AND P. L. KNIGHT
sured to frame a complementary polygon. These two po
gons represent the two multiparticle cat states obtained a
the manipulation.

IV. ESTABLISHING MULTIPARTICLE ENTANGLEMENT
BETWEEN PARTICLES LOCATED AT DIFFERENT

NODES OF A COMMUNICATION NETWORK

We now describe how our method of multiparticle e
tanglement manipulation can be used to set up entanglem
between particles belonging toN users in a communication
network. To begin with, each user of the network needs
share entangled pairs of particles~in a Bell state! with a
central exchange. Consider Fig. 3:A, B, C, andD are users
who share the Bell pairs~1,2!, ~3,4!, ~5,6!, and~7,8!, respec-
tively, with a central exchangeO. Now suppose thatA, B,
andC wish to share a GHZ triplet. Then a measurement t
projects particles 2, 3, and 5 to GHZ states will have to
performed atO. Immediately, particles 1, 4, and 6 belongin
to A, B, andC, respectively, will be reduced to a GHZ stat
In a similar manner one can entangle particles belonging
anyN users of the network and create anN-particle cat state.

The main advantages of using this technique for establ
ing entanglement over the simple generation ofN particle
entangled states at a source and their subsequent distrib
are as follows.

~a! First, each user can at first purify@20# a large number

FIG. 2. The conversion of two Bell states and a three-part
GHZ state to a three-particle GHZ state and a four-particle G
state due to a GHZ state projection on three particles~one taken
from each of the initially entangled sets! is shown. The bold lines
connect mutually entangled particles and the dashed lines con
particles on which the GHZ state projection is made.

FIG. 3. Configuration used for the distribution of entangleme
Initially users A, B, C, and D share Bell pairs with the centra
exchangeO. Subsequently, a local measurement atO is sufficient
to entangle particles belonging to any subset of users chosen
A, B, C, andD.
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of partially decohered Bell pairs shared with the central
change to obtain a smaller number of pure shared Bell pa
These can then be used as the starting point for the gen
tion of any types of multiparticle cat states of the partic
possessed by the users. The problems of decoherence d
propagation of the particles can thus be avoided in princip
Also, the necessity of having to purifyN-particle cat states
can be totally evaded. Purification of singlets followed
our scheme will generateN-particle cats in their purest form

~b! Second, our method allows a certain degree of fr
dom to entangle particles belonging to any set of users o
if the necessity arises. It may not be known in advance
actly which set of users will need to share anN-particle cat
state. To arrange for all possibilities in ana priori fashion
would require selecting all possible combinations of us
and distributing particles in multiparticle entangled sta
among them. That is very uneconomical. On the other ha
generating entangledN-tuplets at the time of need and su
plying them to the users who wish to communicate is de
nitely time consuming.

It is pertinent to compare our scheme with the BHM cry
tographic network with exchanges@15#. There are two main
differences.

~a! First, Biham, Huttner, and Mor used a time-revers
EPR scheme for setting up the connections and had quan
memories to protect their states. They had, of course, c
pared their scheme with one that uses the original entan
ment swapping of two Bell pairs to establish connectio
We use a multiparticle generalization of entanglement sw
ping for our connections and are thereby unable to take
vantage of any type of quantum memories.

~b! Second, their prime focus was to connect any pair
users of anN-user network on request, while our main foc
is to establish multiparticle entangled states of the partic
possessed by the users.

V. PRACTICAL USES OF STANDARD
ENTANGLEMENT SWAPPING

A. Speeding up the distribution of entanglement

We now explain how standard entanglement swapp
helps to save a significant amount of time when one want
supply two distant users with a pair of atoms or electrons~or
any particle possessing mass! in a Bell state from some cen
tral source. The trick is to place several Bell state produc
and Bell state measuring substations in the route betw
them. Consider Fig. 4~a!: A andB are two users separated b
a distanceL; O, which is situated midway betweenA andB,
is a source of Bell pairs. The time needed for the particles
reachA andB is at leastt15L/2v, wherev,c ~the speed of
light! is the speed of the particles. Now consider Fig. 4~b!, in
which two Bell pair producing stationsC and D are intro-
duced halfway betweenAO andBO, respectively, andO is
now just a Bell state measuring station. Att50, bothC and
D send off Bell pairs~1,2! and~3,4!, respectively. Particles 2
and 3 arrive atO, 1 reachesA, and 4 reachesB. They all
arrive at their destinations exactly att5L/4v. At this instant
a Bell state measurement is performed on particles 2 and
O. This measurement immediately reduces the particle
and 4 reachingA andB, respectively, to a Bell state. If the
time of measurement is denoted bytm , then the time needed
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57 825MULTIPARTICLE GENERALIZATION OF . . .
to supply a Bell pair toA andB with the two extra substa
tionsC andD on the path ist25L/4v1tm . It is evident that
t2 is less thant1 if tm,L/4v. Of course, to this time one
needs to add the time needed to do classical communica
between the stationO and the usersA andB to communicate
the particular Bell state to which particles 1 and 4 are p
jected. So for photons in Bell states, this procedure can
really save any time. However, for particles possessing m
this is definitely a way to reduce the time needed to suppl
distant users with a Bell pair. In this way one can reduce
time needed to supply two distant users with a Bell pair e
further by including more and more Bell pairs producing a
measuring substations on the way.

B. Correction of amplitude errors
developed due to propagation

We would like to show that entanglement swapping c
be used, with some probability that we quantify, to corr
amplitude errors that might develop in maximally entang
states during propagation. Assume that in Fig. 4~b!, the Bell
pairs emitted fromC and D acquire amplitude errors an
become less entangled states of the type

uC&5cosuu01&1sinuu10&. ~10!

Thus the combined state of the two entangled pairs, w
particles 2 and 3 reachO, is given by

uF&5cos2uu0101&1sinu cosu~ u1001&1u0110&)

1sin2uu1010&. ~11!

If a Bell state measurement is now performed on partic
2 and 3 that reachO, then the probability of them being
projected onto the Bell statesu00&1u11& or u00&2u11& is
sin22u/2, while the probability of them being projected on
any of the other two Bell states is (11cos22u)/2. In the first
case ~i.e., when 2 and 3 get projected tou00&1u11& or
u00&2u11&), the distant particles 1 and 4 are projected o
the Bell statesu00&1u11& or u00&2u11&. In this way, in spite

FIG. 4. A method of increasing the speed of distributing
entangled pair of particles~that possess mass! between two distant
usersA andB is illustrated. Extra Bell state generating substatio
C andD are inserted betweenA andB and a Bell state projection is
performed atO to speed up the distribution of a Bell pair betwe
A andB.
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of amplitude errors due to propagation of the particles,A and
B may finally share a Bell state. Of course, in the case of
other two outcomes of the state of particles 2 and 3, partic
1 and 4 go to states even less entangled than that of Eq.~10!.
That is why we can consider entanglement swapping suita
for correction of amplitude errors only probabilistically. Th
probability of success in this case (sin22u/2) is lower than
the probability of failure@(11cos22u)/2#. However, from the
outcome of the Bell state measurement, one knows when
correction has been successful. This may be regarded
kind of purification in series in contrast to the standard pu
fications@20# that occur in parallel.

It should be noted that earlier there were suggestions@21#
of placing several stations in series in the path between
distant users, purifying singlets shared by adjacent stat
and then using teleportation from one station to the nex
derive purified singlets shared by the two users. The sug
tion here is quite different in the sense that the methodol
of entanglement swapping itself is being used for supplyin
pair of distant users with a pure Bell pair and no separ
purification procedure is invoked.

VI. COMMUNICATION SCHEMES USING DISTRIBUTED
MULTIPARTICLE ENTANGLEMENT

So far we have described how particles belonging to s
eral users in a network can be put in a multiparticle e
tangled state. We now describe how such a situation can
useful. The uses that readily come to mind are tests of n
locality for many-particle entangled states@8–10#. Reducing
the communication complexity of certain functions@11# may
also be a field of application of multiparticle entangle
states. We describe here two possible applications in c
munications.

A. Cryptographic conferencing

Consider the following situation. A certain group of use
may need to have a secret meeting. Let the meeting be
ject to the following two conditions.

~i! All members of the group must be able to decrypt t
encrypted public messages broadcasted by any membe
the group.

~ii ! Nobody outside the group must be able to decrypt
encrypted public messages broadcasted by members of
group.

Such requirements may arise when the members o
committee are to take some decision that has to have
consent of everybody within the committee, but must be k
secret from the rest of the world. One can regard this a
special case of networkedcryptographic conferencing
@14,15#. To establish the secret key for this type of meetin
the committee can employ either of two possible optio
The first one is to use simple two-user cryptographic k
distributions @1,22# to set up random keys shared by ea
pair of users. Whenever a certain user intends to broadca
secret message for the group, that user has to encrypt it u
a separate key for each of the other users of the group. H
ever, for the type of conferencing considered here, this is
a good option because of two reasons. First, the broadca
has to encrypt the same message several times using d
ent keys. Second, the broadcaster will have the freedom
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826 57S. BOSE, V. VEDRAL, AND P. L. KNIGHT
send different messages to different members of the gr
and thereby mislead a subset of the group. A better optio
that the users within the group share particles in multipart
maximally entangled states. To generate the random key
users conduct measurements in two nonorthogonal base
the particles belonging to them. The results of those m
surements in which the bases chosen by all the users c
cide are used to establish the secret key known to all
users within the group. This can then be used to frame
crypted messages that can be decrypted by a user if and
if the user is a member of the group. If the users are s
about the fact that they are sharing a perfectN-particle cat
state, they can even use a single basis to perform their m
surements and thereby reduce the wastage of bits due t
noncoincidence of all their bases. It is known that the thr
particle GHZ states are eigenstates of certain operators o
form SxSxSy @8# and by measuring the eigenvalues of the
operators one can verify whether the state is intact or c
rupted by some eavesdropper. However, measuring thes
erators should not change the particular GHZ state in wh
the particles are because this state is an eigenstate o
operator being measured. So,in principle, while doing a
three-party cryptography with a three-particle GHZ state, o
can essentially use the same set of particles for verifying
fidelity of the GHZ state and the susequent establishmen
a secret key. It should be mentioned here that the ide
using GHZ states for cryptography is not entirely new, b
has been presented earlier@13#.

B. A multiparticle generalization of superdense coding

Sharing particles in a multiparticle entangled state m
also help a user read messages from more than one
through a single measurement. This is a kind of general
tion of the well-known superdense coding scheme@3#. Sup-
poseN11 users are sharing an (N11)-particle maximally
entangled state, possessing one particle each. Also sup
that one of them, say user 1, intends to receive mess
from the N other users, whom we shall refer to as sende
This can be done in the following way. TheN senders will
have to mutually decidea priori to perform only certain
unitary operations on the particles given to them. One of
senders will have any of four possible unitary operations
his or her disposal, while each of the others will have any
two possible unitary operations at their disposal. They w
be encoding bits onto the particles possessed by t
through these unitary operations. In that way, one of
senders will be encoding two bits on his or her partic
while each of the others will be encoding one bit each. N
the unitary transformations must be so chosen that for e
possible combination of unitary transformations perform
by the senders, the state of theN11 particles goes to a
different member of the set of maximally entangled states
N11 particles. This is certainly possible because theN
senders are allowed to perform 432323•••3252N11

different combinations of unitary operations on the init
(N11)-particle maximally entangled state and there are
actly 2N11 states in the set of maximally entangled states
N11 particles. After performing their unitary operation
each of theN senders send their particles to user 1. Use
then performs a measurement on theN11 particles pos-
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sessed by him or her, which identifies the particular ma
mally entangled state in which these particles are. Since e
of these maximally entangled states correspond to a diffe
combination of unitary transformations performed by t
senders, he or she can learn about the messages sent by
of the senders from the outcome of his or her measurem
Thus a single measurement is sufficient to reveal the m
sages sent by more than one user.

Now let us compare the efficiency of the above sche
with the case when user 1 performs a superdense coded
munication@3# with each of theN senders separately. Fo
that we have to refer to the quantum circuits needed to p
form measurements of multiparticle maximally entangl
states. The circuit shown in Fig. 5 does exactly this when
in the reverse direction~i.e., inputs from the right and outpu
from the left!. The vertical lines are controlled nots@23# and
the box is a unitary transformation equivalent to a rotation
the Bloch sphere known as the Hadamard transforma
@23# ~for optical implementations of elementary gates s
e.g.,@24#!. Thus, if user 1 was using our scheme then he
she would need to measure an (N11)-particle maximally
entangled state and therefore requireN controlled nots and
one Hadamard transformation gate. User 1 learnsN11 bits
of information from this measurement. Thus, if a Hadama
transformation takes timeth and a controlled not takes tim
tc , then the rate of information gain is

r 15
N11

th1Ntc
~12!

bits per unit time. On the other hand, if user 1 was separa
doing superdense coded communication with each of thN
senders, he or she would need to doN Bell state measure
ments that require one controlled not and one Hadam
transformation each. He or she gains 2N bits of information
from this. Thus the rate of information gain in this case i

r 25
2N

N~ th1tc!
. ~13!

FIG. 5. The general circuit to generate anN-particle maximally
entangled state from disentangled inputs is shown. One can ge
ate any desired state chosen from the basis of maximally entan
states ofN particles by inputting an appropriate combination
zeros and ones at the input port on the left-hand side. When
input any specificN-particle maximally entangled state from th
right-hand side, by measuring the bits obtained on the left-h
side, one can conclude which maximally entangled state was in
In other words, when run in the reverse direction, the circuit rep
sents a measuring device forN-particle maximally entangled states
The box in the figure stands for a Hadamard transformation.
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If one assumes that quantum gates have the same time
of operation~that is, th5tc), then r 2 is exactly equal tor 1.
However, if one defines efficiency as rate divided by t
number of particles used~considering particles and channe
required to propagate them to be important resources!, then
our method is definitely more efficient because it requi
only N11 particles as opposed to superdense coded com
nication with each sender, which requires 2N particles.

VII. ENTANGLED STATES OF A HIGHER NUMBER
OF PARTICLES FROM ENTANGLED STATES

OF A LOWER NUMBER OF PARTICLES

Entangled states involving a higher number of partic
can be generated from entangled states involving a lo
number of particles by employing our scheme. The ba
ingredients that we need are GHZ~three-particle maximally
entangled! states and a Bell state measuring device. Let
describe how to proceed from anN-particle maximally en-
tangled state to an (N11)-particle maximally entangled
state. One has to take one particle from theN-particle maxi-
mally entangled state and another particle from a GHZ s
and perform a Bell state measurement on these two parti
The result will be to put these two particles in a Bell sta
and the remainingN11 particles in a maximally entangle
state. Symbolically, the way of proceeding from
N-particle maximally entangled state to an (N11)-particle
maximally entangled state is given by

uE~N!& ^ uE~3!&→
BSM

uE~N11!& ^ uE~2!&,

where BSM denotes Bell state measurement. An exampl
proceeding from a four-particle maximally entangled state
a five-particle maximally entangled state by the above p
cedure is shown in Fig. 6.

As far as the question of generating the GHZ state, wh
is a basic ingredient, is concerned, one can perhaps us
method suggested by Zeilingeret al. @18#, which is described
in the next section. Alternatively, one can generate G
states using our method by starting from three Bell pairs
performing a GHZ state measurement taking one part
from each pair. An explicit scheme to produce three-part
GHZ states from three entangled pairs have been sugge
by Zukowskiet al. @19# earlier.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH THE METHOD
OF ZEILINGER et al.

We would now like to compare our method of generati
multiparticle entangled states to that of Zeilingeret al. @18#.

FIG. 6. Building of a five-particle entangled state from a fou
particle entangled state using a GHZ state and a Bell state mea
ment.
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We describe how the Zeilinger group’s scheme works in
spirit of the former sections, i.e., using projections onto
Bell states. We then use simple quantum computational
works, consisting of controlled not and not operations@23#,
to present measurements in the Bell and generalized
basis. This quantum computational approach, as we will
shortly, immediately reveals a basic similarity between
two schemes of generating multiparticle entangled states
shows precisely how they differ.

Assume that we start with two entangled pairs (1,2) a
(3,4) of two-level systems in a state

uC~1,2!& ^ uC~3,4!&5~ u0,0&1u1,1&) ^ ~ u0,0&1u1,1&)

5u0,0,0,0&1u0,0,1,1&1u1,1,0,0&

1u1,1,1,1&. ~14!

As before, we omit the normalization. The fact that we u
this particular ‘‘computational’’ basis (0,1) does not lim
the generality of our method, but is more convenient in d
scribing the action of quantum gates. Suppose now that
affect a controlled not gate between qubits 2~control! and 3
~target!, i.e., qubit 3 changes its value only if qubit 2 is in th
stateu1&. The above state then becomes

u0,0,0,0&1u0,0,1,1&1u1,1,1,0&1u1,1,0,1&. ~15!

Now we measure the value of the third qubit. We have t
possibilities depending on whether the outcome of this m
surement is 0 or 1:

u0,0,0&1u1,1,1& ~outcome 0!, ~16!

u0,0,1&1u1,1,0& ~outcome 1!. ~17!

So, by the action of a single controlled not gate and a m
surement, we can create a GHZ state out of two pairs initia
in a Bell state. A network for this operation is given
Fig. 7.

Now this directly generalizes to more entangled particl
Suppose that we have a group ofN entangled particles and
M entangled particles, each one in a maximally entang
state. It is then enough to perform a controlled not operat
between a particle from the first and a particle from the s
ond group and then a measurement of the target particle.
end product will clearly be a maximally entangled state
N1M21 particles and a single particle disentangled fro
the rest. This completes our description of the scheme
Zeilinger et al.

Let us now compare this to our scheme of generat
multiparticle entanglement. The basic ingredient in our p

re-

FIG. 7. Implementation of Zeilinger’s scheme using quantu
gates. The production of a GHZ state with the use of a contro
not and a measurement is shown.
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tocol is a projection onto a maximally entangled state ofN
particles. The network for a measurement in this basis is
inverse of the network that generates a maximally entang
state from a disentangled input in the computational basi
is simply the circuit of Fig. 5 run in the reverse direction.
order to generate an (N11)-particle maximally entangled
state, we have to do a Bell state measurement selecting
particle from the GHZ state and another particle from
N-particle maximally entangled state. A Bell state measu
ment will require a controlled not gate and a Hadam
transformation gate, as is evident from Fig. 5, specializing
the case of two inputs. Meanwhile, to generate
(N11)-particle maximally entangled state using Zeiling
group’s scheme one may be required to start with
N-particle maximally entangled state and a Bell state a
will have to perform a controlled not choosing one partic
from each set followed by a measurement on one of
particles. Hence, as far as comparing our scheme w
Zeilinger group’s scheme is concerned, in the case of ge
ating an (N11)-particle maximally entangled state from a
N-particle maximally entangled state, our scheme has
one extra Hadamard transformation. However, our met
necessarily requires a GHZ state for proceeding from anN-
to an (N11)-particle maximally entangled state, while fo
the scheme of Zeilingeret al., Bell states are sufficient. In
that sense the latter method is simpler. However, as fa
setting up entanglement between particles belonging to
tant users is concerned, our method is necessary. For
ample, if the operator atO in Fig. 3 performed the manipu
lation described by the Zeilinger group manipulation
particles 2 and 3, then 1, 2, and 4 will go into a GHZ sta
and essentially the subsystem of particles 1 and 4 will be
a disentangled state. This method will thus not be applica
to setting up entanglement between particles belonging
distant users.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a scheme for manip
tion of multiparticle entangled states and have demonstr
its potential applications. Our analysis remains at a v
schematic and theoretical level and practical implemen
tions have not been considered. The direction from wh
re
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practical implementations of our scheme and simi
schemes may be approached is uncertain at present. The
however, a number of possible practical implementations
volving entangled photons@18,24#, entangled ions in a linea
trap @25#, and entangled nuclear spins in NMR@26#. In gen-
eral, any medium that proves to be useful for quantum co
putation will immediately support implementation of mult
particle entanglement manipulations. This may also ena
us to study the problem of quantifying the amount of e
tanglement in a given multiparticle entangled state@27#. For
example, we showed how to create anN-particle entangled
state given anM -particle entangled state. By studying th
creation and destruction of entanglement in these meas
ments we can perhaps relate amounts of entanglem
present in states involving different number of particles.
this paper we have dealt solely with pure states. It should
interesting to generalize our scheme to arbitrary density
trices.

A different feature of entanglement swapping is that
allows superluminal establishment of entanglement betw
two distant particles. This contrasts with standard scheme
setting up entanglement that rely on generating entang
particles at a point and supplying them to distant users an
such can take place at most at the speed light takes to tr
from the source of the particles to either of the users. A
other feature of entanglement swapping is that the parti
that are entangled finally can come from totally independ
initial sets of entangled particles, which means they m
have had different values of local hidden variables~if one
supposed that they exist!. It should then be interesting to
investigate whether these can lead to any type of violation
local hidden variable models stronger than or different fro
that given by Bell’s inequality.
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